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Judy Blume Otherwise Known As Sheila The Great
With more than four million copies sold, Wifey is Judy Blume's hilarious, moving
tale of a woman who trades in her conventional wifely duties for her wildest
fantasies—and learns a lot about life along the way. Sandy Pressman is a nice
suburban wife whose boredom is getting the best of her. She could be making
friends at the club, like her husband keeps encouraging her to do. Or working on
her golf game. Or getting her hair done. But for some reason, these things don't
interest her as much as the naked man on the motorcycle...
Highlights the life and achievements of the author who is best known for her
candid works about children going through puberty and other life changes.
Follow Peter as he deals with his annoying brother Farley, known as Fudge, his
sworn enemy and neighbor Sheila Tubman, a family move to New Jersey and his
mother's pregnancy, a vacation to Maine and the discovery of cousins Flora and
Fauna.
More adventures at school and at home with Jake, a first-grader, and his older
sister Abigail, known to each other as the Pain and the Great One.
Celebrating 40 years of a Judy Blume classic Millions of fans young and old have
been entertained by the quick wit of Peter Hatcher, the hilarious antics of
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mischevious Fudge, and the unbreakable confidence of know-it-all Sheila
Tubman in Judy Blume's five Fudge books. And now, Puffin Books honors forty
years of the book that started it all, "Tales of a Fourth Grade Nothing," with a
special edition--featuring a new introduction from Judy--to celebrate this
perennial favorite. "As a kid, Judy Blume was my favorite author, and "Tales of a
Fourth Grade Nothing" was my favorite book."--Jeff Kinney, author of the
bestselling Wimpy Kid series
"I wonder if Judy Blume really knows how many girls' lives she affected. I wonder
if she knows that at least one of her books made a grown woman finally feel like
she'd been a normal girl all along. . . ." -- FROM Everything I Needed to Know
About Being a Girl I Learned from Judy Blume Whether laughing to tears reading
Otherwise Known as Sheila the Great or clamoring for more unmistakable "me
too!" moments in Are You There God? It's Me, Margaret, girls all over the world
have been touched by Judy Blume's poignant coming-of-age stories. Now, in this
anthology of essays, twenty-four notable female authors write straight from the
heart about the unforgettable novels that left an indelible mark on their
childhoods and still influence them today. After growing up from Tales of a Fourth
Grade Nothing into Smart Women, these writers pay tribute, through their
reflections and most cherished memories, to one of the most beloved authors of
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all time.
Karen's parents have always argued, and lately they've been getting worse. But
when her father announces that they're going to get divorced, it seems as if
Karen's whole world will fall apart. Her brother, Jeff, blames their mum. Her kid
sister, Amy, asks impossible questions and is scared that everyone she loves is
going to leave. Karen just wants her parents to get back together. Gradually, she
learns that this isn't going to happen - and realizes that divorce is not the end of
the world. It's Not the End of the World is Judy Blume's classic young adult novel
about family separation.
When Deenie finds out that she has scoliosis, she’s scared. When she sees the
brace for the first time, she wants to scream. But the words won’t come out. And
Deenie, beautiful Deenie, who everyone says should be a model, is stuck
wearing a brace from her neck to her hips. For four years—or longer. She never
worried about how she looked before—how will she ever face the hard times
ahead?
"Well-behaved women seldom make history." -Laurel Thatcher Ulrich Many awe-inspiring
women have changed the course of history. From fighting for social justice and women's rights
to discovering and shaping our amazing country, women have left an indelible mark on our
past, present, and future. But it's not easy to affect change, and these women didn't always
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play by the rules to make a difference! Kathleen Krull blends history and humor in this
accessible young biography series. Judy Blume wrote her way through controversy and
censorship to become a pioneer who helped make it okay for kids and teens to discuss their
everyday concerns, including the kinds of things people don't always like to talk about. Now
more than forty years into her career of writing frank and funny books, Judy still has the
amazing ability to connect with young readers and adults.
What's better than a double dose of fudge? An entire box! The first four books in the incredibly
popular Fudge series are now available in a gifty boxed set. Whether Fudge is swallowing a
turtle, digging up worms, or vowing to marry his neighbor Sheila, he'll definitely be driving his
older brother Peter crazy. One thing's for sure, anything is possible when Fudge is around!
Includes the popular author's story about a boy who wants freckles so badly that he buys a
friend's freckle recipe for fifty cents, as well as facts about freckles and a hands-on science
experiment
He knows a lot of big words, but he doesn't know where babies come from. He's never heard
of a stork, but he plans to be a bird when he grows up. He's Superfudge, otherwise known as
Farley Drexel Hatcher. And, according to his older brother Peter, the biggest pain ever
invented. Among other things. As fans of Tales of a Fourth Grade Nothing already know,
nothing is simple for Peter Hatcher. He is far from overjoyed at the turn the family fortunes are
taking. It looks as if Peter will be spending the sixth grade far from Central Park, Sheila
Tubman, Jimmy Fargo, and Henry the doorman. (He won't miss Sheila). And it also looks as if
Fudge will no longer be the baby of the family. How will Peter ever survive if his new sibling is
a carbon copy of Fudge? But as Fudge fans also know, bad news for Peter generally means
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good news for Judy Blume's readers-in the form of a very funny story. They won't be
disappointed!
Expelled from boarding school, Charles' presence at home proves disruptive, especially for
sister Rachel, a gifted seventh grader juggling friendships and school activities.
Tony Miglione is thirteen, and his family lives in a cramped house in New Jersey. But then his
Dad invents something that makes them rich, and they move to a luxury home in Long Island.
But being rich brings it's own problems - Tony's Grandma feels useless when she doesn't have
to cook any more, and his mum is obsessed with impressing the neighbours, but Tony knows
the boy next door isn't as perfect as he looks. The only upside to his new life is that his
neighbour Lisa keeps undressing with the light on. As he tries to adjust to his new life Tony
starts to suffer from anxiety attacks and wishes everything would just be normal again. Then
Again, Maybe I Won't is a classic coming of age story from the boy's perspective, from Judy
Blume, the author of Are You There, God? It's Me, Margaret.
Sheila hates swimming. And dogs. And ghosts. And thunderstorms. She'll do anything to avoid
them all – except admit that she's scared. Her new friend Mouse Ellis, yo-yo champion of
Tarrytown, thinks she's chicken. But Sheila is determined to show everyone that she can be
Sheila the Great. Otherwise Known as Sheila the Great is the second book in the hilariously
funny Fudge series from the bestselling author and household name Judy Blume, featuring
cover art from picture book star, Emily Gravett. The chaos continues in Superfudge and Fudgea-Mania.
Judy Blume is one of Americas most popular authors of books for teens and adults. Fans of
her work may not be aware, however, that this successful author was a wife and a mother
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before she tested her writing abilities. Blumes perseverance eventually landed this keenly
observant author a publishing contract. Readers have laughed at the adventures of Peter
Hatcher and his brother, Fudge, in Blumes "Tales of a Fourth Grade Nothing," and preteen
readers found the trials and tribulations of puberty eased by reading "Are You There God? Its
Me, Margaret" or "Then Again, Maybe I Wont." Blumes characters convey how it truly feels to
be a teenager facing doubts, fears, and anxiety about life. This new edition brings readers up
to date on this active author.

Winnie's best friend, Iggie, has just moved away - and Winnie's bored out of her mind
without her. So she's determined to be friends with the new family, the Garbers, who've
moved into Winnie's old house - especially Glenn, who's kind of cute. But certain
people don't want the Garbers to be there, and have started a petition to get rid of
them. You see Glenn and his family are black, and Grove Street is stuck in the past.
And the toughest thing of all is that Winnie's terrified her parents might sign the petition
- and there's nothing she can do to stop them. Iggie's House is a moving novel that
tackles neighbourhood prejudice, from celebrated children's author, Judy Blume.
Learn how Judy Blume went from a stay-at-home mother to one of the most beloved
American authors of the twentieth century. Readers adore Judy Blume for her personal
stories about the journey from childhood to adolescence. She has always been an
imaginative person and an avid reader. As a child, Judy spent time looking through
library shelves for the perfect books, and if she couldn't find the right ones, she
entertained herself by making up stories in her head. When she got older, Judy started
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writing her stories down. Although readers fell in love with characters like Margaret
Simon and Fudge Hatcher, some parents challenged some of her titles, including Are
You There God? It's Me, Margaret, for discussing sensitive issues. Despite all the
controversy, this award-winning author and her books have remained popular among
fans, both old and new.
In 1987, Miri Ammerman returns to her hometown of Elizabeth, New Jersey, to attend a
commemoration of the worst year of her life. Thirty-five years earlier, when Miri was
fifteen and in love for the first time, three planes fell from the sky within three months,
leaving a community reeling. Against this backdrop of actual events in the early 1950s,
when airline travel was new and exciting and everyone dreamed of going somewhere,
Judy Blume weaves a haunting story of three generations of families, friends, and
strangers, whose lives are for ever changed in the aftermath. The plane crashes bring
some people closer together and tear others apart; they create myths and unlock
secrets. As Miri experiences the ordinary joys and pains of growing up in extraordinary
circumstances, a young journalist makes his name reporting tragedy. And through it all,
one generation reminds another that life goes on. Beautiful, gripping and deeply
moving, In the Unlikely Event is an unforgettable novel from Judy Blume, one of
America's most beloved authors.
Blubber is a thick layer of fat that lies under the skin and over the muscles of whales . . .
When Linda innocently reads out her class project, everyone finds it funny. Linda can't
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help it if she's fat, but what starts as a joke leads to a sustained and cruel ritual of
humiliation. Jill knows she should defend Linda, but at first she's too scared. When she
eventually stands up to the bullies, she becomes their next victim - and what's worse,
Linda is now on their side . . . In Blubber, Judy Blume sensitively explores bullying and
true friendship.
A collection of short stories accompanied by short essays on censorship by twelve
authors whose works have been challenged in the past.
Contains two previously published novels by Judy Blume.
Andrew wants freckles so badly that he buys Sharon's freckle recipe for fifty cents.
'Ooh, money, money, money,' sang Fudge. 'I love money, money, money!' Pete's little
brother, Fudge, has a new obsession. He's mad about money and he wants loads of it.
In fact, he's going to print a hundred million trillion 'Fudge Bucks' and buy the whole
world. Or maybe he'll just settle for buying the capital city of America and call it
Fudgington. He's driving Pete nuts. Will Fudge ever stop being the most embarrassing
brother on the planet? Double Fudge is the final book in this hugely successful series
from the bestselling author and household name Judy Blume.
Peter describes the highs and lows of life with his younger brother Fudge.
"A biography of author Judy Blume"--Provided by publisher.
Faced with the difficulties of growing up and choosing a religion, a twelve-year-old girl talks
over her problems with her own private God.
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Pete describes the family vacation in Maine with the Tubmans, highlighted by the antics of his
younger brother Fudge.
Peter thinks he has the world's biggest problem - his little brother, Fudge. Fudge causes
trouble wherever he goes and it's usually up to Peter to sort out the mess. When Peter wins a
tiny green turtle called Dribble, he's determined to keep it away from his brother. But when
Fudge does get his hands on Dribble - disaster strikes! Tales of a Fourth Grade Nothing is the
first book in this hugely successful series from the bestselling author and household name
Judy Blume, featuring cover art from picture book star, Emily Gravett.
Fudge is five - and he's driving his older brother, Peter, mad, as usual. Going on holiday with
Fudge - and baby Tootsie, Turtle the dog and Uncle Feather the bird - means disasters every
day. Even worse for Peter, disgusting Sheila Tubman is staying in the same house. Will it be
Peter's nightmare holiday? One thing's for sure - it's going to be fudge-a-mania all the way!
Fudge-a-Mania is book four in this hugely successful series from the bestselling author and
household name Judy Blume.
Peter describes the highs and lows of life with his younger brother, Fudge.
Two women from very different families become inseparable companions during summers on
Martha's Vineyard during their coming-of-age years, forging the bonds of a lifelong friendship
that weathers growing up, marriage, children, careers, and betrayal.
Sheila hates swimming. And dogs. And ghosts. And thunderstorms. She'll do anything to avoid
them all - except admit that she's scared. Her new friend Mouse Ellis, yo-yo champion of
Tarrytown, thinks she's chicken. But Sheila is determined to show everyone that she can be
Sheila the Great. Otherwise Known as Sheila the Great is the second book in this hugely
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successful series from the bestselling author and household name Judy Blume, with cover art
by Emily Gravett.
From the New York Times bestselling author of Are You There God? It’s Me, Margaret and the
adult bestseller In the Unlikely Event comes a tale of family, friendship, and pre-teen life like
only JUDY BLUME can deliver. The companion to Here’s to You, Rachel Robinson. Can you
have more than one best friend? Stephanie’s best friend is Rachel. Since second grade
they’ve shared everything, good and bad. But now it’s the start of seventh grade and Alison
has just moved to their neighborhood. Stephanie immediately clicks with her—she’s cool and
fun and totally humble even though she’s the daughter of a famous actress. Stephanie hopes
all three of them can be best friends, but the more she pushes Alison on Rachel, the more
Rachel seems to drift away. Is it possible to have two best friends? Or is it true that two’s
company, three’s a crowd? “Judy Blume does it again in what may be her best book yet!”
–American Bookseller
Author of children and young adult novels, Blume is noted for writing about numerous
controversial topics important to teens such as racism, divorce, and bullying.
Two high school seniors believe their love to be so strong that it will last forever.
Davey's father has been murdered - and the aftermath is causing her family to fall apart. Her
heartbroken mum plucks them up and takes them to stay with her prim and proper aunt in Los
Alamos. Davey escapes the claustrophobic house by cycling up to the canyon, where she
meets a mysterious older boy called Wolf: intense, brooding and also about to lose someone
close to him. But falling for someone won't make her dad come back - there are no easy
answers when you need to stick your broken family back together . . . Tiger Eyes is bestselling
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author Judy Blume's most powerful, raw and emotional novel.
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